
Gas Analyser

Opus 400

The success with the Opus 40 series continues with the new Opus 
400. Many of the Opus 40 key features are kept, they just worked 
too well to change. Other features are new to further improve the  
mesurements and handling. 

The start up time for the Opus 400 up is much shorter and the new 
water protection system AquaSense keeps the instrument from 
beeing damaged by water. 

The measurements are very easy to read thanks to the large and 
very bright LED display, even at long distances.

Communication now also with Bluetooth enables flexible solutions 
for the modern workshop and vehicle inspection.  

OPUS 400 is made of the best available components of industrial 
quality for testing cars, motorcycles and mopeds in vehicle 
inspection applications and professional workshops.

AquaSense
Protects the optical bench from water.    

Communication
The Opus 400 now features both 
Bluetooth and USB

Very fast warm-up
The time from starting the machine 
until it is ready to measure is less than 
10 seconds and full accuracy within 2 
minutes.

Upgrades
New firmware can be dowloaded 
directly from service software

Measurement
Both the accuracy and the resolution 
are improved.

Optical bench
Solid state detector, OIML class 0 
(highest class) with the latest
technology and highest accuracy.

Stability
12 months calibration interval 

With the OPUS 100 option the OPUS 400 becomes a combination unit for 
measuring petrol, LPG cars and diesel vehicles. 



 
Technical  data
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Agent:

Range Accuracy        Resolution
+/-abs (+/-rel.)

CO
0 - 10 vol. % 0.02 %  (3 %) 0.01
10.01% -15% 5%

HC
0 - 2000 ppm 4 ppm (3%) 1
2001-5000 ppm (5%)
5001-15000 ppm (10%)

CO2 0 - 16 vol. % 0.3 (3%) 0.01
16.01%-20% (5%)

O2 0 - 25 vol. % 0.02% (1%) 0.01

Lambda 0,6 - 1,7 0.001
AFR 0-35 0.01
NOx 0 - 5000 vol. ppm 1
Rpm 0 - 9999 r/m 1
(2/4 stroke)
Oil temperature 0 - 160oC 1

Warm-up time Full accuracy in 2 minutes.
Response time < 5 sec. to 95 % of measured value
Pump capacity 5-7 l/min, minimum
Max exhaust gas temp 400o C
Hose and Probe  7 m gas sampling hose with stainless steel probe
Optical bench Non-dispersive infrared (NDIR)

Solid state detector
Printer Thermal Printer
Accessories Bluetooth

RPM by Battery voltage measurement, Piezo electric, OBD
IR temperature
Sensor for oil dip-stick or IR

Power supply 100-240 VAC. 50-60 Hz.,  10-30 VDC
Size (WxHxD) 400x240x260
Operating conditions Relative air humidity: up to 90 %

Atmosph. ambient pressure: 750 mbar – 1100 mbar
Power variation: 230 VAC -15% to +10% 
50 Hz +/- 2%

Warranty 12 Months


